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Logline: When Prince Albert of Britain finds himself on an unexpected accent to the 
throne, he must learn to trust a commoner speech therapist in order to overcome his 
stammer and inspire his nation on the eve of World War 2. 
 
Bertie, Duke of York, stammers through his inaugural broadcast over the radio, 
butchering the message. Bertie struggles through ineffective treatments from a 
distinguished physician until Bertie loses his temper and storms out. His wife Elizabeth 
is hires a common-born Aussie named Lionel Logue to cure her husband. When Bertie 
meets Logue, Bertie refuses to discuss family matters or his childhood as part of the 
therapy. He also acknowledges that if he were equal to Logue, no one would care about 
his speech impediment.  
 
Despite Bertie's doubts and apprehensions, he goes along with Logue's strange 
treatment. Bertie shows hints of improvement, but stammers again when he hears his 
own voice reverberate. Bertie tries treatments such as speaking while working on a 
model plane, and singing, and begins to confide in Logue. When the king dies, Bertie’s 
irresponsible older brother ascends the throne. Bertie confronts the new king about the 
improper relationship he is having with a divorced American woman. When challenged, 
Bertie's stammer returns and he becomes completely locked in the middle of the 
argument. When Logue challenges Bertie with the idea of being king, Bertie ends the 
treatment. 
 
Bertie must deal with complaints about his brother from the prime minister and other 
high-ranking officials. Churchill wants Bertie to begin considering what he will call 
himself when he is king. Logue goes to see Bertie, but Bertie sends word that he is too 
busy. For the sake of love to his American girl, the new king renounces the throne and 
Bertie becomes King of Great Britain. This is Bertie's greatest fear coming to fruition. 
Bertie apologizes to Logue and doesn't protest when told by Logue: "You don't need to 
be afraid of things you were afraid of when you were five. You're very much your own 
man, Bertie." Bertie chooses not to hide his friendship with Logue anymore. 
 
During preparations for the upcoming coronation, Bertie informs the Archbishop that he 
wants Logue seated in the royal family box. The Archbishop informs Bertie that Logue is 
not even a real doctor. Bertie confronts Logue, but Logue pushes Bertie's buttons until 
he acknowledges his true fear: letting down the people. When the Archbishop tries to 
replace Logue, Bertie stands by Logue. After the coronation, Bertie sees footage of 
Hitler addressing a massive crowd at Nuremberg. Bertie notes Hitler's mad eloquence. 
Will Bertie be able to inspire his people the way Hitler has his? Bertie delivers the 
national address over the radio and uses all the techniques Logue taught him. After 
successfully completing the speech, Bertie thanks Logue and uses the words "My 
Friend." Bertie waves to the people from a balcony as Logue watches from the 
shadows. Over black, a title card tells us that Bertie and Logue remained friends for the 
rest of their lives. 


